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NARINE GASPARYAN
THE IMPORTANCE OF ENCOURAGEMENT IN THE PROCESS OF LEARNING
Encouragement is one of the most powerful forces in our lives. When we encourage a person we
can sometimes launch a positive behaviour in that person, we can give him a reason to pursue his goal or
dream. Encouragement is important not only to children, but also to teenagers, adults and the

elderly. We all need it at every single stage and age.
Encouragement is surely the most vital aspect of a child’s social development. Learning
the tools of encouragement is fundamental to improving relationships and creating cooperation in
studying. Children need reinforcement, and encouragement is very successful at building
children’s self-esteem, motivation to work, and cooperation with others. By encouraging we help
children learn more and develop pride in their own accomplishments.
Encouragement is positive feedback that focuses primarily on effort or improvement
rather than outcomes. Encouragement is recognizing, accepting, and conveying faith in a child
for the mere fact that he (she) exists. With encouragement, a child feels worthwhile and
appreciated regardless of the results he (she) achieves. When adults provide children with
feedback about what they are doing, the children learn to evaluate themselves without comparing
their efforts and successes to those of others.
Encouragement separates the deeds from the doer so there is no such thing as “good” or
“bad” children. Praise always contains an element of judgment and evaluation. Praise is given
only when one achieves “good” results, encouragement can be given any time, even when things
go poorly.
As a teacher I have learned that it is vital to learning and it helps students to feel that their
efforts are actually worthwhile. Teachers who encourage students point out how hard they have
worked or how much they have improved. This helps build students’ pride in their own work.
When teachers become encouragers, the benefits will be clearly visible. Students will strive to
improve for the internal satisfaction of a “job well done.” The effects will be long-lasting and
will serve students far beyond their university years.
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The eminent psychiatrist Rudolf Dreikurs (1971) claimed: “The most important skill for
raising a child in a democracy is the ability to encourage that child”. Dreikurs considered
encouragement to be the single most important quality in getting along with others. It is so
important that the lack of it could be considered the basic influence for misbehavior.
Encouragement is the key ingredient in all positive professional and personal relationships.
Encouragement is not a step-by-step method or set of specific techniques to make
students behave. Rather, encouragement stresses a fundamental attitude. Technique alone cannot
create a democratic and cooperative atmosphere. The attitude of encouragement rejects the
pessimistic view of children and their motives. Being encouraged, children have a positive desire
to solve problems and make changes.
Encouragement is a key concept in promoting and activating “social interest” and
“psychological hardiness” in individuals (Griffith & Powers, 1984). Along with social interest,
encouragement develops psychological hardiness in the individual. Psychological hardiness is
recognized as a personality characteristic that effectively buffers stress, allowing the individual
to function adequately and cope with life’s challenges in a way that creates meaning and purpose
in life (Kobasa, 1979). These individuals have a positive and realistic view of self, positive and
realistic view of others, and an openness to experience (Combs, 1992; Evans, 1995; Evans,
1997).
Alfred Adler (1931) described social interest as a tendency for people to unite themselves
with other human beings, to accomplish their tasks in cooperation with others. A person with
fully developed social interest knows he or she belongs and is a worthwhile member of the
human community. Such individuals strive to contribute and cooperate with others (DreikursFerguson, 1989). The more encouraged they are, the more tolerance they have to struggle with
life’s challenges.
Shared decision making in which students are allowed to make choices, can help to create
a climate of encouragement. Students can participate in class planning and work in teams.
Getting students to engage in group activities can be greatly beneficial. It encourages team work
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and mutual support; it can bring a competitive dimension to learning which can motivate
students to strive harder for results and help them to develop problem solving abilities. This sort
of collaborative learning teaches students to think more deeply because the answer isn’t supplied
by the teacher or a textbook – they have to work it out for themselves. But not all students find it
easy to take an active role within a group. Shy students tend to feel overwhelmed when the focus
is put on them in class and it takes time and patience to help them to become a confident
contributor in group activities. Teachers should start by putting students to work in pairs as the
shy ones will feel much more comfortable in this situation. They should praise the student’s
efforts and achievements to reinforce the idea that they can achieve more by working with a
partner than they can alone. Gradually they can start enlarging the group. Shy students feel more
comfortable when they have a partner to share the responsibility of their input to the larger group
so this dynamic helps them feel safer. They can also benefit from working with the same teams
regularly as this gives them a sense of familiarity and trust where they are more comfortable
sharing their ideas.
Students need to work in social setting in order to develop good communication skills.
Students, particularly shy ones, need to have a positive and safe environment for speaking.
Teachers can help shy students build up their participation gradually by asking them to comment
on or ask a question about another student’s contribution. When the shy students are comfortable
expressing their views, they can start to elicit more detailed contributions. Encouraged by praise,
they will gain persuasive skills and confidence
The teacher’s greatest problem is how to attend to each individual student in a class,
while still reaching the class as a whole group. In large groups individual attention becomes
increasingly difficult. The Principle of Strategic Investment will help the teacher to provide
much attention to each individual student.
People who feel encouraged see themselves as adequate and are kind to themselves even
when they have poor results. These individuals believe whatever they contribute is useful and
this alone gives meaning to their lives.
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Encouraged people have a high degree of empathy for others. They are comfortable with
human nature and can allow others to be themselves without controlling them.



Encouraged people do not fear mistakes, they are open to their experiences, and are free of
success and failure. They realize that learning involves mistakes and they view mistakes as
opportunities for development.
Parents also should encourage their children strongly, give them love, affection,warmth and

care. They should be fair with them and compromise where possible. When children appear in
difficult situations they should be patient and continue to love them. Parents should be quick to
apologise when they feel that they have misunderstood their children and be quick to forgive
them. This way they help them to be more flexible and less stubborn. Criticizing our children can
discourage them from trying to learn new things and may hurt our relationship with them. It is
wrong to force young children to take part in anything they dislike. This is actually quite cruel
and they miss the chance to try anything else. If you give them no choice they will not discover
their truest and greatest strengths and when older they may rebel against those activities
associating them with force. But if a child clearly loves an activity then of course it is appropriate
to encourage its continuation. Offering your child strong words of encouragement, such as "you
can do it" or "I know you are capable" can give him the confidence to try again. Telling your
child encouraging things also sends the message that you support his efforts and are proud of
him, even if he is not successful the first time.
Encouragement and praise benefit both the giver, who feels more positive, and the
receiver, who feels more able to succeed. So there is much to consider educationally for our
children at home as well as in school. Teacher encouragement consists of assuring all students
that the teacher truly believes they can succeed. In the classroom an effective encouragement is
the praise for correct answers: “Very good! or Nice job!”. It helps pupils to see clearly why they
are doing something and its relevance to their long-term goals in learning.
Considering all the sides of the Reward principle, Brown (1994) draws the following
classroom implications:
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1. Provide an optimal degree of immediate verbal phrase and encouragement to them as a form
of short-term reward (just enough to keep them comfident in their ability but not so much
that your praise simply becomes verbal gush).
2. Encourage students to reward each other with compliments and supportive actions.
3. In classes with very low motivation, short-term reminders of progress may help students to
perceive their development. Gold stars and stickers (especially for young learners), issuing
certain “privileges for good work, progress charts and graphs may spark some interest.
4. Display enthusiasm and excitement yourself in the classroom. If you are dull, lifeless, bored
and have low energy, you can be almost sure that it will be contagious.
5. Try to get learners to see the long-term rewards in learning English where they live and
around the world, the prestige in being able to use English, the academic benefits of knowing
English, jobs that require English and so on.
While learning a foreign language, a learner can feel humiliated, when the lack of words or
structures leave him helpless in face-to-face communication. So it is very important for the
teachers to display a supportive attitude to students. Patience and understanding on teachers’ part
will also ease the process.
At the centre of all learning is a person’s belief in his (her) ability to accomplish the task.
There are some applications of Self-Confidence principle. First, teachers should give ample
verbal or non-verbal assurances to students. It helps them to hear a teacher affirm a belief in
student’s ability. Second, teachers should sequence techniques from easier to more difficult.
Classroom activities will therefore logically start with simpler techniques and concepts. In this
case students will become more assured in their abilities and pass to the next, more difficult step.
It is necessary to mention that the classroom atmosphere reflects on language learning. The
following points are important for integrating students in the process of learning.
1. Create an atmosphere in the classroom that encourages students to try out language, to
venture a response, not to wait for someone else to volunteer the language.
2. Respond to students’ risky attempts with positive affirmation, praising them for trying while
at the same time warmly but firmly attending to their language.
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3. Provide reasonable challenges in your techniques making them neither too easy nor too hard
and help your students to understand what calculated risk-taking is.
Encouragement can do a long way preventing the behaviour you do not like and quickly have
your experiencing more of the behaviour you like. Here are some phrases to encourage the
students:
1.

You’re a hard worker.

2. You put a lot of effort into your work.
3. I’m proud of you when you do well.
4. I know you did your best.
5. Next time, if you work harder, I know you can get a higher grade.
6. I believe in you!
7. You did very well!
8. I love how you did that!
9. It looks as if you really worked hard on that.
10. Keep up the good work!
11. What a good memory you have!
12. You put a lot of effort into your work.
Not only verbal but also non-verbal means of encouragement can be powerful. Non-verbal
means of encouragement begin at the moment of birth when a new parent cuddles, kisses and
massages her infant. Such physical gestures send a clear message that your baby is loved, safe
and secure. The joy of a baby's first smile is an irresistible invitation to smile back. Children take
in your expressions and body language. Later, praising your child's accomplishment with a
smile, thumbs up or a pat on the back, will make her feel proud.
Smile is very important in teaching. Smiling teacher has a positive impact on students. Smiling is
often contagious and children react favourably and learn more. Smiling people get more

opportunities, smile gives confidence and encourages them to achieve more. It’s the most
effective method to raise the spirits of people .
Today many students feel discouraged and encouragement is desperately needed. Nothing
has a better effect upon children than encouragement. Based on mutual respect and dignity and
on focusing on a person’s strengths rather than weaknesses, the tools of encouragement are
essential for creating a stimulating learning environment. Encouragement is an important
element in restructuring and improving the learning process.
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Êñ³Ëáõë³ÝùÇ Ï³ñ¨áñáõÃÛáõÝÁ áõëáõóÙ³Ý ·áñÍÁÝÃ³óáõÙ – Êñ³Ëáõë³ÝùÁ Ù»ñ
ÏÛ³ÝùáõÙ ³Ù»Ý³Ñ½áñ áõÅ»ñÇó Ù»ÏÝ ¿, áñÁ å³ñï³íáñ»óÝáõÙ ¿ ³ÝÑ³ïÇÝ ÉÇÝ»É ³í»ÉÇ
Ï³ï³ñÛ³É, á·¨áñáõÙ ¿ ³ÝÓÇÝ Ñ³ëÝ»É Çñ Ýå³ï³ÏÇÝ: Êñ³Ëáõë³ÝùÁ áõÝÇ µ³ñ»Ýå³ëï
³½¹»óáõÃÛáõÝ Ý³¨ Ù³ÝÏ³í³ñÅ³Ï³Ý ï»ë³ÝÏÛáõÝÇó: àõëáõÙÝ³ëÇñáõÃÛáõÝÁ ¨ ÷áñÓÁ óáõÛó
»Ý ï³ÉÇë, áñ Ååï³óáÕ ¨ á·¨áñáÕ Ù³ÝÏ³í³ñÅÁ, ¹³ë³ËáëÁ ÙÇßï ¹ñ³Ï³Ý ³½¹»óáõÃÛáõÝ
¿ áõÝ»ÝáõÙ áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÇ íñ³: Èë³ñ³ÝáõÙ ëï»ÕÍíáõÙ ¿ ³í»ÉÇ Ùï»ñÙÇÏ, ïñ³Ù³¹ñáÕ ¨

³ç³ÏóáÕ ÙÃÝáÉáñï, áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÁ ³í»ÉÇ »Ý á·¨áñíáõÙ ¨ ³í»ÉÇ å³ïñ³ëï³Ï³Ù »Ý
Ù³ëÝ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝ

áõÝ»ÝáõÙ

¹³ë»ñÇÝ:

Ðá¹í³ÍáõÙ

Ù³ïÝ³ÝßíáõÙ

»Ý

Ëñ³Ëáõë³ÝùÇ

³ñï³Ñ³ÛïÙ³Ý ³ÛÝ »Õ³Ý³ÏÝ»ñÁ, ÙÇçáóÝ»ñÝ áõ ëÏ½µáõÝùÝ»ñÁ, áñáÝù Ýå³ëïáõÙ »Ý
áõëáõóÙ³Ý ·áñÍÁÝÃ³óÇ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝ³í»ïáõÃÛ³Ý µ³ñÓñ³óÙ³ÝÁ:

Ü³ñÇÝ» ¶³ëå³ñÛ³Ý
Важность поощрения в процессе обучения – Поощрение является одним из самых
мощных сил в нашей жизни, что требует от человека быть более совершенным, побуждая
его к достижению своей цели. С точки зрения педагогики поощрение благоприятно
воздействует на аудиторию. Исследования и опыт показывают, что улыбающийся и
воодушевляющий педагог всегда оказывает положительное влияние на учащихся. В
аудитории создается более располагающая и благоприятная атмосфера для студентов,
которые вдохновляются и стремятся к более активному участию на уроках. В статье
указываются те средства и принципы выражения поощрения, которые способствуют
повышению эффективности процесса обучения.
Нарине Гаспарян
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